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WHO WAS S. POMEROY ?
A BETTER

IDENTIFICATION

In Plane Talk, Vol V1 - 3 we offered information about three Northampton, Mass. planemakers including a possible re-identification of S.
Pomeroy who had previously been thought to be Seth Pomeroy, a colonial
blacksmith, gunmaker and general, 1706-1777. The new identification was
based on an account book of another Seth Pomeroy, working around the
turn of the 19th Century. His account book is owned by the Northampton
Historical Society. This Seth Pomeroy, who was also a blacksmith and
gunsmith, was a toolmaker as well as Shown by entries in his account
book. Though the tools of his manufacture that were cited were clearly
of metal, there was reason to believe that, as a toolmaker, he was a
better candidate for identification as the S. Pomeroy who had marked planes
than his grandfather the General.
This assumption proved useful but incorrect. Neither Seth Pomeroy as
it turns out was the planemaker. But the younger Pomeroy's account book
has provided almost certain identification of the real S. Pomeroy nonetheless. After reading the Plane Talk article, Jack yebabian made a
quick trip to Northampton where he was able to see the actual book and
examine some of. the entries. His time was limited and his examination
short but he found an entry detailing a sale by Seth Pomeroy of "18 mould
irons" to Simeon Pomeroy. Because of the ambiguous nature of the term,
"mould irons" Mr. Kebabian could not be sure that Simeon Pomeroy had purchased moulding plane irons made by Seth Pomer6y but he felt this was a
strong possibility.
Shortly thereafter your editor was able to examine the Pomeroy material
himself. It turned out to include several record books. Close examination of these turned up numerous entries of quantity sales of plane irons
and other metal plane parts by Seth to Simeon extending over a long period
of time. "Plough plates", "Rabbet Irons" and "Moulding Irons" are all
specified. While there is not proof that Simeon bought these plane parts
in order to use them in wooden planes that he himself made, the conclusion
seems inescapable. Other entries in the book suggest that Simeon was a
woodworker. No other satisfactory candidate for the S. Pomeroy label
has appeared. Simeon Pomeroy bought plane irons in the kind of quantities
one would expect a planemaker to purchase. We feel safe in assigning
the planes marked S POMEROY/NORTHAMPTON to his manufacture.
In a future issue of Plane Talk the Simeon Pomeroy story will be continued. His relationship to the earlier General Seth Pomeroy and to his
contemporary, the toolmaking Seth Pomeroy will be traced. Working dates
and other background information will be offered and an effort will be
made to supply information about contemporary plane markers, Julius
Barnard and Benjamin Alvord Edwards.
Continued overpage

Although Seth Pomeroy, the toolmaker, has been dispossessed of the
title "Northampton Plane Maker" we should not overlook the fact that he
has been established as one of the few known American plane ironmakers
prior to the beginning of the 19th Century and is therefore worthy of
inclusion in the records of all rhykenologists.

THREE EARLY MAKERS
3ue Steere
The Nic"nolsons anC Caesar Chelor were not the only Wrentham makers.
I own a 3/4" hollow plane 9 5/8" long marked Charles + Dupee. The man
I bought it from had researched it and he told me Dupee was a Wrentham
maker. I have since acquired information that there are two Charles
Dupees buried in Norfolk Cemetery in or near Wrentham. These are:
Charles Dupee, died August 5, 1802 in his 68th year; and Lieutenant
Charles Dupee, died February 19, 1803 in his 44th year.
Our maker is likely to be one of these Dupees. His plane was of birch
with a very slightly relieved wedge. His stamp hasn't got the class of
a Nicholson or a Chelor but it's old looking and irregular. Nicholson
and Chelor planes I have had are of birch and those with apparently
original wedges show a slight relief at the back of the finial.
Even more exciting is a plane marked BENJAMIN/WATERMAN/1741. The
mark was embossed with the three separate stamps in a three deck arrangement. The plane is a small reeding plane,9 3/4" long, of birch, with a
relieved wedge of a design all its own. It came from an antique shop in
Glocester, Rhode Island. The dealer said he bought it from a Waterman
estate in the area. Glocester is full of Watermans to this day and I
have little doubt that it was made there. I've been looking at Waterman
genealogical material at the historical society and have so far examined
three volumes of Watermans but have not yet pinpointed Benjamin.
Further digging will perhaps turn him up.
Francis Nicholson was 58 in 1741. It's at least possible that Waterman
was older. Wouldn't that be something?
We don't always think of the fact that some planemakers also made
coopers crozes, howells, and other tools. This was brought home to me
when I picked up a yellow birch howell with hand-wrought ramshorn nuts
and a nice primitive stamp R CHAFFIN/ACTON. I take Acton to be the
town of that name in Massachusetts, northwest of Boston. It seems quite
possible Chaffin was a planemaker and if he were we may have another
18th Century name for the list.
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FISCAL BAD NEWS

AN EXPLANATION
An opportunity to combine our print
order for this issue of Plane Talk
with an order to reprint some out of
stock back issues allows us a considerable cost save. Unfortunately,
so the printer could meet his deadline, we had to make up this issue
rapidly, preventing the selection of
material according to our original
plan. Some contributors whose pieces
would normally have appeared in this
will find their work published at a
later date while others have been
advanced in queue. This is not the
equivalent of a rejection slip.
MEMBERSHIP LIST
Our membership now numbers 340. Some
time ago we made a membership directory available as part of an issue.
This is no longer feasible. We will
however supply an up to date list to
any member who wishes to correspond
with other members. We're sorry to
have to charge but the realities of
economics in the last quarter of the
20th 'Century are such that a payment
of $1.25 will be necessary. Send
you request to the Memberhip Manager
(See Masthead for address.)

In 1982 our annual dues will rise to
$10.00 per year. This has become
necessary because the costs of postage and printing have increased very
greatly since our beginning six years
ago and because certain goods and
services which we once enjoyed without cost now have to be paid for.
We really hate to have to raise dues.
First, any rise anywhere is not only
a result of, but a contributor to,
the inflation which adversely affects
all of us. While we don't kid ourselves that B-ARS 340 members' annual
dues payments have a significant effect on the economy, we know that
they are a symbol to all of us of a
condition which we and the world would
be better off without. On a more
practical level, we will be sorry if
the rise prevents anyone from participating in what we believe to be
B-ARS'meaningful contribution to the
fraternity of "tool people", the exchange of information about the topics
that concern us on an unobstructed
and reasonably regular basis.

JOINERS' 61 COOPERS' TOOLS.
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Would respectfully give notice, that he continues to
manufacture, and keeps constantly on hand, for salo•
Joiners. Tools, such as Bench Planes and Cream .
Tools, of es-,ry description. Also, Coopers' Tools,
inach as liewels, Levelers, Croes, Bit Stocks, Jointers,
sVe., all of which are of the roost approved Inodels,
made in the best manner, warranted to give perfect
aatodaction, and will be twid at very reasonable prices.
Al . It...pairing and Altering of all kinds of Tools ••
in his line, done in the best manner, at short notice.
Persons in want of any of the above Tools, are
spectinilv invited to call at the Sn of the LARGE
rLANE NO 41 UNION STRLET,

1844

A foretaste of a
piece on Maine
planemen coming from
Larry Brundage.
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from Bill Curtis

L THING

embos.:ed letters, st.border

3/16" high

A sash or coping moulder, probably 18th century. 8" long.
No mark on blade. Two stall screw holes in body to hold
a temporaty fence.
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A SHORT NOTE ON THE MANUFACTURE OF PLANE IRONS

GEORGE NIKUK

He that will a good Edge win,
gust Forge thick and Grind thin.
(Maxon)

18th and 19th century bench and moulding plane irons are usually made with
two kinds of metal: a high-carbon (cast) steel cutter forge welded onto
an iron or low-carbon steel shank.
rigure I, unmarked iron from T. BARNARD hollow, c1800.
HIgh-carbon steel cutter

Iron or low-carbon steel shank

( rechtced)
enalEFTEMINee

The use of the two kinds of metal in combination (versus a high-carbon
steel cutter and shank) was determined by function of the tool and economics
(high-carbon steel was rare and expensive until later in the 19th century).
The forge welding of the high-carbon steel cutter to the low-carbon steel
or iron shank was considered one of the most difficult operations in edge
tool manufacture. High-carbon steel has a lower (about 4000 lower) welding
temperature than low-carbon metals and, when used for the cutter piece,
because of its small size, was susceptible to being lost in the forge fire
or to being completely burned away before the other metal was ready for
welding.
Plane irons may have been manufactured singly but, due to the problems
mentioned above, I conjecture that they were made 'several up.' I suspect
that this process was done entirely by hand until about the 1860's. Even
with use of steam or water driven trip hammers, available a few decades
earlier in larger edge tool shops, the craftsperson directly controlled
the forge welding.
The steps in making plane irons (conjectured)
A:

A piece of iron or low-carbon steel is worked so it is about 12 inches
long by about 8 inches wide and hammered so that it is thickest at one
end (about 1/8th of an inch). This would be about the maximum size for
a blank. Smaller blanks were probably used (say 6 inches by 8 inches
by 1/8th of an inch), but I have yet to discover the sizes of larger
1/8th inch flats available during this period -- a determining factor.

B:

2 inches
/
The blank is shaped so that a piece of high-carbon steel -- 11
wide by 1/8th of an inch thick by 12 inches long (i.e., the length of
the blank) -- can be forge welded to it using a scarf joint. After
the high-carbon steel is forge welded to the blank, the blank is final
formed to an even taper, thickest at the cutting edge and thinnest at
the tail of the iron, This additional forging (from successively hot
to cooler temperatures) also tends to strengthen the weld.

C:

Moulding or bench plane irons are then cut from the blank (using- any of
a variety of tools: hot chisels, special hardies or bench cutters).
The individual irons are then finished: possibly hot rasped, surely
filed and ground so that both faces of the iron are flat. The iron is
now ready for the maker's mark -- struck cold or, more likely, hot,
Irons were supplied this way to plane makers for moulding planes. The
Plane maker had to fit the plane iron to the plane it was to be used
in, heat treat (harden and temper) the iron, and sharpen the edge.
(The estates of early planemakers often include the blacksmithing
equipment needed for the heat treating of irons.) Bench plane irons
were supplied to plane makers soft or already heat treated and
sharpened.

Figure 2: the steps in making plane irons
A:

Preparation of
the blank

B:

Welding the high-carbon steel

A

on steel
a High-carb
1/8" thick by
112" wide by
12" long

12"
C:

Cutting out the irons

Moulding plane irons

OR

Bench plane irons

4 three inch irons

12 one inch irons
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Waste

The waste pieces of iron or low-carbon steel cut from the plane irons
iron.
at step 'C' could be used, when forge welded, to form the stem of an
'x.'
at
weld
The iron in Figure 1 seems to show evidence of such a forge
Irons, when viewed through a magnifying glass (about 17x), can often show
the stages and tools used in their manufacture. Some still show the
marks of the chisel at points 'y' in Figure 1 and most plane irons in
my collection seem to have had their faces finish ground and polished
(as shown by a 'burr' at 'y') after shaping the edges.

Some inconsequential notes
Although low-carbon steel has been mentioned in this note as being used for
plane iron shanks, I believe its use was uncommon (because of its difficult
working characteristics).
A useful book for insights in the preservation of plane irons and the
removal and control of rust is: The Conservation of Antiquities and Works
of Art, H. J. Penderlith (London & New York: Oxford University Press, 1956).
This is a really fun book.
I suspect that a charcoal fire was used for the welding
tool manufacture long after coal had supplanted its use
A charcoal fire gives a much cleaner and more precisely
I've noted its mention, along with coal, in inventories

process in edge
for other forging.
controlled heat.
of edge tool makers

through about 1850..
Two books recommended for those interested in early blacksmithing and
edge tool making are: Blacksmiths' and Farriers' Tools at Shelburne Museum,
H. R. Bradley Smith, et al (Shelburne, Vermont: Shelburne Museum, 1966 -a second printing of this has just become available), and Practical
Blacksmithing, edited by M. T. Richardson (reprint by -- New York:
Weathervane Books, 1978) -- see especially the note on 'Steel and its uses,'
extracts from a lecture by Henry Seebolm, a 19th century cast steel founder
in Sheffield, Vol. III, pp. 112-122. This is the best discussion I've seen
yet on cast steel.

Any remarks about this note, or additional information about the manufacture
of plane irons, would be appreciated: George Monk, 346 South Stafford Street,
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387.

Comerford Finds Plane By
Black Planemaker J.A.King.
Some time ago we ran a note about planemakers of Newark, N.J. who,
like Caesar Chelor, were blacks < We had never seen the marks of
either of these men and did not know whether they had their own estahlishments or were bench hands. At least one of them, John A. King was,
it appears, in business for himself. See V-4-22 Plane Talk.
Dan Comerford has collected a plane clearly marked J.A. KING/NEWARK.
The mark is a double decker composed of two strikes both with sawtooth borders. The plane is a hollow marked "15" and its excellent
condition discloses the fact that it was very nicely made to begin with.
It is 9 7/16" long and can be regarded as of "standard length".
There is an incomplete mark on the iron which we interpret to be
Butcher. Only :the last five letters are visible and the "t" and "e"
are incomplete but we can't think of another maker whose name fits. We
illustrate a section profile of the plane and a tracing of its wedge.
The King plane seems to us a highly significant item historically,
indicating as it does the existence of black entrepeneurs in business in
Newark at an early date. We hope other examples of the label will turn
up.
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A LETTER TO THE EDITOR.
I have been puzzling over the curious stamp BENJAMIN/
WATERMAN/1741 discussed in the article by Bud Steere
in the PLANE TALK Extra distributed at the October EAIA
meeting.
The use of the date, apparently by Waterman himself,
makes me wonder if he is indeed a professional planemaker. We have seen examples, though very few and perhaps not correctly interpreted,of American planemakers
who dated some of their output. Notable in this respect
is Jonathan Pearce who several times stamped a date into
planes of his manufacture. But Pearce used individual
number stamps in order to do this. The date applied,
seemingly by Waterman, was cut into a single stamp.
It seems to ma that in 1741 no professional maker would
have considered adding a date of manufacture to his
label if it required securing a new date stamp each year.
The purchase and subsequent discard of a series of stamps
would have been expensive, troublesome and impractical.
Applying a date to an object that does not require one in
normal usage often implies some special importance. Such
dates commemorate beginnings, unusual anniversaries or
momentous times. I am inclined to believe that this is
likely to have been the case with the Waterman plane. Perhaps Waterman, going into business, made his own tool
kit in 1741. He might well have seen this as time to be
recorded in a special way. Perhaps there was some other
,reason. To suggest possibilities without information to
1:support them is fruitless. What does seem clear to me is
that the date, if applied by Waterman, is likely to be
-$ evidence that he was not a professional planemaker.
This does not detract from the importance of the Waterman
plane nor in an way suggest that the 1741 date is invalid.
Without doubt the plane has something further to tell us
about the occasional planes with south-eastern New England
characteristics, both marked and anonymous, that individually do not seem to occur in sufficient quantities to
indicate commercial manufacture.
Mr. Steere suggests that his research into Waterman will
continue. He has already supplied us with information of
significance and we can hope that identification of Benjamin
Waterman will be possible and will permit a final interpretation of the 1741 date.
Gus Stahl
N.B. It is worthy of note that Nathaniel Dominy 1V dated many
of the planes apparently made by him for his own use. He
also dated planes acquired from other sources. The date
apparently commemorated the acquisition of the plane and
had no other significance. He used individual number stamps
for this purpose however and did not supply a single four
digit stamp for each date although he probably would have
been perfectly capable of cutting such a stamp himself.
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This drawing is believed to represent the first patented
American plane. It was dug out of the archives for us by
Sarah Lombard. Unfortunately, both the original and the
subsequent reproduction were very faint. Our Art Department in the person of Bob Graham has augmented the lines as
accurately as possible but we cannot guarantee that some
error has not been introduced. No expert whom we have questioned about this plane has been able to tell us much. We
don't know how it operated or what the special feature was.
We don't even know if some important part has faded into invisibility. Perhaps you can tell Us.

Some Notes From John Williams '
confirms R. CLARKE *ported 17 3-14. The mark is in the
7
EXETER
usual makers location, is 0.13" x 1.00" incised, all capitals.
The plane is a molder of nonstandard design.

This

A molder, Grecian agee with bevel marked with both E. BROWN spd
G. DAVIS. BPII lists Davis as Birmingham 1823-72 BROWN Hull
1830-39.

This confirms S. GILLIS (zb) previously listed 1-4-14. Plane is
10 3/8" long. 1/4" bead with unusual partial boxing, similar to
that shown in a D. Heiss plane v-1-11 and a T. Goldsmith plane
V-4-12. On the Gillis plane the boxing is 5 segments of lignum
vitae or rosewood, random lengths from 0.68 ,to 0.85 inches. This
is inlayed and not a continious section using boxing material of
contrasting color. Since Heiss is Lancaster and Goldsmith
Philadelphia, Gillis is probably from this area. Also the Gillis
plane was found in Downingtown, approximately halfway betwen
Lancaster and Philadelphia.

A CUMINGS & GALE (lb) 1.65" x 0.12" 1/2" round has been found.
This is listed in WPINCA as no imprint yet recorded. The
imprint of CUMINGS is with one M and not as the possible two
Ms.

I have three F. Dallicker planes, two 1/4" bead both double
boxed with lignum vitae and one 1/4" quarter round. Two were
purchased from a dealer who had cleaned out an old house near
Collegeville PA. Included in that lot were a W. Brooks Phila
1791 to 1807, two Moseley London 1778-1818 and a Madox London
1748-75. There were also later planes in his stock but the
dealer was not sure that they had come from this group.
The other bead was purchased from a dealer who said that
he had purchased it at auction in Lancaster Co.

A recently acquired hollow plane has a very interesting
makers stamp. c6X has been stamped over B. Dyson. BPII
lists John Cox as Birmingham 1770-1801 and Benjamine DYSON York
1771-1802. The chamfers on this plane are wide and flat not
rounded as the example of a John Cox plane in BPII. Another
John Cox plane in my collection has the similar rounded chamfers
and does not appear like this plane. Since the Cox stamp is
over the Dyson stamp and because the chamfer characteristics
it is safe to assume that the plane was made by Dyson.
It would be interesting to find the relationship between
Cox and Dyson. Birmingham and York are over 100 miles apart.
This would be a several days trip in the 18th century and would
have made commerce difficult.
The heel of this hollow is stamped 11. This would place it
in the old style numbering system and therefore prior to 1800,
the correct date for both Cox and Dyson. It is interesting to
note that the cl x stamp is upside down. BPII notes that this is
common with Cox. In addition to the double maker stamp the
toe end has two marks that are probably owners, G. BATEMAN (incuse)
and C. WEBBERLEY (scalloped border).

Previously unreported --FIELD & HARDIE PHILA. overstamp on a SANDUSKY TOOL 00. side
• rabbet.

C or G KINGSL6y (zb) on 3/4" round
J. KOSINA jocose 0.90" x 0.10" on a 7" bull horn toothing plane
J. BURKE MADISON IA incuse Roman caps two lines on an adjustable
sash
JAMES T. MIX a CO (zb) in a semi circle over NEW
jack with W. H. POND NEW HAVEN

?

on the same

POWELL (incuse) in a semi circle over PHILA on two dado planes
with H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY also on toe
W. E. TAYLOR (script) on a 1/ 4" bead, boxed and slipped.
British of late 18th or early 19th century

Probably
Better Than Nothing

FRENCH ( 3

MOULDI NG

IRON)

PLANE

three pieces of wood

BLACAS PE?
VENCE

Blade & Wedge
arrangement

1
L_J

1

2

3

Blades
A plane from the collection of Dave Perch.
(Vence is a small town 18 miles north of Nice and
not far from Monaco.)
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NOTES & QUERIES
different
Notes & Queries come in to us in many
advantage to
forms. This is fine for we see no
Howtrying to impose a rigid reporting format.
contributors
ever, it would be helpful if all
These
gave us the same pieces of information.
things are significant always:
.the kind of plane being reported
.the wood from which it is made
.the dimensions
.whether or not it has a wedge and an iron
.a tracing of the wedge (usually, moulders
only)
.a description of the label on the iron
.a description of the label(s) on the plane
.chamfers - rounded or flat, pronounced or
narrow
.other design details
.your assumption about the plane's age
.if possible, a rubbing of the mark and a
sketch of the fore end
.unusual data particular to the plane
.where you got it(particularly if from another
collector or a dealer. We find we are doublereporting the same plane occasionally. Multiple
reports of possible makers are very important
but duplications only confuse the issue.)
.anything else you feel is meangtul
Jack Yebabian points our that Benjamin Talcott
aaynot have been the only one trafficking in
plane irons in America prio: to Deacon Francis
Nicholson's entry into the plane business. The
1730 inventory of the stock or the first Thomas
Grant, an ironmonger who died in 1726, included
plane irons. As the date when Nicholson established hemself as a planemaker is unknown
it is possible that the Grant inventory represents pre-Nicholson trade in plane irons to
either maker-users or commercial makers of
planes.
From Bill Baader we hear about two hollow planes
of early appearance one embossed D.S.PERMAN in
a zig-zag border the other embossed BUSH in
the same kind of border. The wedges in the
planes are identical.

Cft

Both are made of beech with wide chamfers. The
irons are unmarked. There are plane makers
named BUSH on both sides of the pond. H.BUSH/
Kochester 1831-33 seems too late and WPINCA
shows his label as given. JOHN BUSH of London
in-1799- is not represented in 3P II by a label.
We thought we remembered an earlier Plane Talk
mention of BUSH but don't find it in our Index.
We do have BUSCH which may be what we recall
but would seem to have no bearing.
From Bill Eviston comes further confirmation
of the label of C.SAPP (Conrad Sapp). Bill has
acquired an example of this rare maker who was
bought to our attention by a foot note in an
article by Larry Nelson in the EAIA Chronicle
(June 1980). Sapp worked around the middle of
the 19th Century in the same general period as
Fitch Collins, A.S. Collins and Thomas Caine.

RKS has rechecked patent records for the date
shown on Hank Sawin's Plough, V-4-24 and finds
as reported that no plane was patented on that
date but does find a patent for a machine for
Cleaning barrels and casks secured by Caleb
Stearns and Charles Greenwood of Marboro, Mass
which, strangely, is very near Hank's hometown
Worcester. We wonder if it's possible that
some feature used in the plow was originally
covered by the Stearns-Greenwood patent.
Over the years we have been told by occasional
collectors about bits of planemaker information
they have found in local records or obscure
directories which for reasons known only to
themselves they have wished to keep confidential. We have respected these confidences and
continue to do so, However, unless a person
plans an immediate short term use of such information in an article or a book we don't understand the motivation for withholding it
from the fraternity, What happens in many cases
is that other investigators independently dig
out and announce the news, cancelling any fancied
advantage of the original discoverer and absorbing any credit with may be attached to the find..
We can comprehend that a collector who has found
a source of collectibles might want to conceal
it until he has mined all the useful ore but
data delayed hurts everyone and, as far as we
can tell, does no one any real good except to
feed the ego. "I know something you don't
know" used to be chanted in the school yards
when we were Young. It does not seem to us to
represent a responsible attitude on the part of
the collector.
Bud Brown has collected several moulding planes
which have heretofore unnotad names in the
maker's slot.
J.DE WALT
JOHN KINTZEL/1830 - the juxtaposition of the
name and date seem to suggest the same stamper.
I HART - in a plane of 18 C characteristics
HALB - plane has 18 C characteristics
R. FLAGG - also marked in ink R.F. in a lettering that looks more like a stamp than like
/ " long and has a large
4
handwriting. Plane is 91
wedge a bit like those of Carpenter of Lancaster.
A MILLER/NEW YORK-two separate embossed stamps.
The following unusual items appeared in Jack
Bittner's second '81 auction:
GREENFIELD TOOL CO - no 473 moulding plane
in non-stamdard 9 3/4" length
D.F. MFG CO, nickle plated filletmakers'
plane
Krauvrs PATENT, gauge ripping plane
S.F.BAUDER/MANHEMI/LAN. CO,PA, 14" tongue
& groove plane
S.XIMBALL, panel raising plane, I8C ? see
WPINCA "Names Alone"
A BRIGHT & J CHAPPEL, 1837, plow plane with
extra long screw arms. Compare J.CHAPPELL/
PITTSBURGH, WPINCA
MARTIN & SON/LATE MARTIN & SHAW with a
dragon device, wedge arm plow. A variant of
label is shown in 3P II.
A.DANE, perhaps an owner's mark on an "oak
lathe slitting plane".
The WPINCA planemakers list includes in both
the alphabetical index and the geographical
check list the name, H(IRAM) BARNES/GOSHEN,
MASS. We believe, after looking out for this
name for some years, that it represents a misreading of the HIRAM 3ARRUS who is known to
have worked in Goshen in the period assigned.
4 1e to annotate
It would perhaps be worth
your copy of WPINCA to reflect this.
Pay Smith reports finding a moulding plane
marked T.G.MATBEWS in the maker's slot (incase).
Since Ray lives in Australia and the plane
marker is not listed either in BP II or WPINCA
(or B-ARS files) there is a slim chance Mathews
may be an Australian labeler. Ray says, however,
that he doubts there were Australian tool manufacturers before the late 19th C. The most
commonly found tools, in his experience, were
imported from England. Most American planes
found in Australia are Stanleys or Sargents
although he mentions having recently acquired
one with the Auburn label.

Bob Fors has a pair of 91
2 " t & g's marked T.
/
SHEPARD. He hopes someone can provide information. Compare Daniel M. Shepard/Albany 182128 in WPINCA.
71-4-10

A.A. Sulaman Sale at Christies.

Eighteenth Century tools, bearing a data, generully fetched
A fruitwood
high prices in relation to their estimates, e.g.:
ogee moulding plane stamped on toe and heel F.X.B. 1739 - 104"
long (estimate 250-400, price realised 420). (The initials
1.8. refer to Ferdinand° Bottle, a member of the Bottle family
of builders and church furnishers et Harrietshum in Kent for
over 200 years.)
A li-inch Cove and Astragal plane by Wheeler (Thutchum,
Berkshire, C.1760-1780). (The plane is stamped on the toe
These are initials of another member of the Bottle
X8XBX1776.
Estimate 550-740, price realised 666.
family, Benjamin Bottle).

Ray Smith
Tools of the
At the recent Christies sale, ("Sulu of the
Suluman and from
Carpenter and Craftsman - The Property of B.A.
17 there rwre, in the main,
Various Sources") held on September
nonetheless, there were
'owe very good prices realised, but,
had. Here is a brief report of
still one or two bargains to be
sale:
some of the salient features of the
to dollars on the basis
(All figuvea have been converted
$1.85).
a
that El
carved on one side
A plane with rounded sole and cutter,
- 7" long. (The two sets
IZSS 1699 and on the other DISR 1699
carved by different hands. The
of initials appear to have been
Estimute 370-550,
in otigin).
English
be
to
plane is believed
price realised 444.
le
1774 with three-screw adjustab
A tongueing plane dated
Estimate 40one screw).
lacks
(wormed,
European
fence-central
60, price realised 250.
with scroll
A Cooper's joimAer plane dated 1707, decorated
k and gouge cuts, with
and leaf curving within borders of punchwor
several times by local
initials "A"lisP", and snacked iron steeled
in Vienna - 6ft.
blacksmiths, and finally by the firm of Steller
703.
long. Estimate 555-1110, price realised
the iron struck
A plane inscribed MI and datmd MI,
form of a five-lobed
three times with a smith's mark in the
Estimate 150-220, price realised 139.
window 31" long.
shaped foreA French carved Rebate Plane with handle and
P.
Estimate 555-740, price
grips and wedge, dated 1752- 45" long.
realised 407.
1750 within decorative
A Dutch Plaugh (Ploog), dated
:sulk FM embossed with
maker's
with
fence,
the
on
carved
cartouche
stock and on the fence the
the
on
struck
-lys,
fleur-de
central
):
and one stem replaced
iron with spur on outer edge (wedge648.
Estimate 1110-1400, price realised
"x 3" (nom"
A Dutch jointer (Reisschauf), dated 1753 3330.
worming). Estimate 2590-3330, price realised
(Bossinachuaf) dated
A Put& Coved Panel-Fielding Ilene
C - 18" x 2i" (iron
1766 within decorative curving of Goodman type
Estimate 925-1295, price realised 1480.
replaced, some worming).
sole, dated
A Dutch plane (Hoffel), converted to hollow
scroll front grip 1729 in relief, with initials KP on handle und
Estimate 1295-1850, price realised 1756.
D." x 2" (some worming).
1783 within carving
A Dutch Fore Plane (Voorlooper) dated
, wedge and handle restored,
of Goodman-type D - 24" x 2i" (worming
Estimate 1850-2775, price realised 100.
iron replaced).

L

Your boxwood thumb planes - 21" approx. and another,
Estimate 90-130, price realised 296.
beech and box - 3".
approx.
3" x
A set of eight beechwood thumb planes Eutimute 75-110, price realised 167.
Estimate
Three beech thumb planes - 2L" x 3:1" approx.
28-46, price realised 83.
•
A miniature adjustable chumfer-plune with coffin-shaped
Estimate 55-65, price realised 93.
sides - 44" long.

w.

Of considerable surprise
two Graufurdeus plates:

was

the low price realised by the

A Hollow Plune with deep chamfers and oval Grunfurdeus stump
Estimate 320-550, price realised 277.
on the side - 10" long.

Sketched from a Photograph

The Dutch plow of this sale
presents a small mystery. The
replaced wedge appears, in
the photograph we have seen,
to be relieved, a very unusual feature in European
planes we believe. Assuming
we have interpreted the Photo
correctly, we make the further assumption that the replacement was user-made and
not collector-made. If true
this is a basis for a question. Where did the relieved
wedge convention, most commonly noted in early Aperican planes, come. from?

A plane of Bloxham style with rounded heel and toe and
(iron and wedge replaced).
Grunfurdeus stamp on the side Estimate 92-276, price realised 83.
An ogee plena by Robert Weeding with clear stamp
William Crosbe on iron and old ash replacement wedge 10:i" long.
Estimate 278-370, price realised 259.
A rare iron plane with front baluster-handle, etched
with arabesques, of iron-plate construction with brazed joints
- 91-4 long.
Estimate 7400-11,100, price realised 7030.
A Preston-type (Nadel 1347) cast-iron bullnose pIanii; and
u Stanley No. 45 plane, early model with front knob on main stock,
Estimate 55-90, price
iron fence, short arms and one cutter.
realised 74.
An early Stanley No. 13 Bailey conFass plane, with grooved
sole attachment, right-hand thread adjustment knob and no lateral
Estimate 75-110, price realised 75.
attachment - 1876-79.
A Stanley No. 10 carriagemaker's rebate plane with tall
front knob.
Estimate 18-37, price realised 52.
A Stanley 104 steel-soled smoothing plane witi lever
Estimate 37-55, price realised 9.
adjustment (lacks cap).
scraper plane, fitted with rosewood sole;
112
No.
Stanley
'A
and a Stanley No. 79 twin-iron side rebate plane in maker's carton.
Estimate 37-75, price realised 70. ,
A Stanley Ho. 18 adjustable block plane with knuckle
lever cap; and a ireston twin-iron aide rebate plane with wood
Estimate 37-55, price realised 59.
knob.
Works, with fiftyA Stanley 55 Universal plane by Stanley
centre stock, cum rest,
five cutters in boxes, two-fences, suxilliary
and maker's carton.
beading gauge, long and short arms, instructions
Estimate 92-11,8, price realised 139.

J GrAAALINi&
I

The wedge from a Tho. Grant
moulder owned by Harold Fountain

NOTES & QUERIES
Req Fawle reports an iron marked S.C.VOORMANS
& SOHN found in one of a pair of Dutch tongue
and groove planes Ili" long. The iron in the
other plane was G.SEHRINGHAUS.
We illustrate the wedge from a moulder with a
delicate profile seen at Albany II, the spring
1981 meeting of EAIA. The moulder is marked
CH.HEINIKE embossed in a straight edged border.
It was collected by Charles and Walter Jacob in
Pennsylvania. The name could very likely be
Pennsylvania German: it is certainly an unrecorded marker. The plane's iron is P(?) BISHOP.
with him to the
Planes that Bud Brown brought
spring meeting of EAIA included:
appearance
AARON:UPTON on a moulder of 18 C
flat chamfers.
with a relieved wedge and deep
characterisHe found five planes of identical
mark and three
tics of which two had AARON's
2 " long.
/
were unmarked. The planes are 91
with a
moulder
fruitwood
SAM'L DRUSE on a
relieved wedge. The plane is about 10" long
and looks early.
KINNEY'S PATENT-the only gauge ripping plane
we have ever seen. :t had been offered at a
•
N.E. auction shortly before the meeting.
A scrap of a note tells us we observed the name
N.PAREER in the maker's slot on a plane shown
at Spring EAIA meeting awned by Hal ?ruche.
George Monk has dug up an 1826 Pittsburgh, PA
directory which lists:
THOMAS CLARK - planemaker
WILLIAM SCOTT - planemaker
WILLIAM EVANS - planemaker and music teacher
!compare Walter Evans 11-2-4 and William Evans
1-3-14.)

Iron Horse Catalog =22, Spring 1981 has several
unusual entries:
C.S.DOIE (orDOLL) zig-zag border on a fillister converted from a skew rabbet ca.1830. Compare E DOLE TV-2-6 and C S DOLE, V-2-22.
C.JACOBSEN/COPENHAGEN on a pair of quarter
rounds
B.WOLFF JR/PITTSBURGH on a reverse 0.G. with
the comment that previous reports have been
WOLFE, B-ABS 111-4-12, IV-3-3, but also WOLFF
V-3-9.
J.H.HALL/NASHUA/N.H. on an iron shoot board
plane.
MADE BY ADAM SUMMERS on a 9" lignum vitae
smoother - stamped with single letter dies.
May be owner/maker.
J.TIPLING on a lever cap on a 13 3/4" steel
panel plane. Cap is brass and this may be an
owner's mark.
D.T.SHATTUCK in 1/16° letters on a 16" birch
panel raiser. Mark is placed perfectly on the
nose. Plane has 18th C characteristics. We
thought we remembered a previous mention of a
Shattuck but have been unable to find it. Perhaps we imagined it.
BENJ. F. HORN/E.ST LOUIS,ILL. also elkhead
device and EST 1861. Mark appears on both
wedge and top (front) of a cooper's leveller.
There is also the mark B.F.HORN/240 on the
toe end.
In RKS's final list for 1981 a description of
4 " long with rounded chamfers
/
a 3771". round, 91
marked C.CARY dated c.1300 is given.

Contributing Editor Seth Burchard has made vast strides
with the continued indexing of Plane Talk. We expect
to bring the index up to date through this issue in
an early issue next year.
From Seth comes a note about the latest Iron Horse
Catalog. He tells us the following offerings are
not listed in either WPINCA, BP II, of the B-ABS
Index (V/-l).
23-18-2 G.AHRENS/HAMBURG - plow
23-19-2 Korean jack plane with a German SCHLIEPER
iron,
" smooth plane - ditto, capiron marked
23-19-3
SHING LEE.
23-21-1 JORDAN No. 3 ????
23-21-2 UNION No 6 , iron marked LAKESIDE ????
23-21-3 BRATTLEBORO TOOL CO - Steers Patent.
(See 111-3-15, 111-4-7, IV-1-18).
Carl Bopp calls our attention to an 1830 trade
exhibit of which he found mention in the Franklin Institute Journals. He extracted this
quotation:
"The planes display good workmanship and
improvement over those formerly exhibited, but
the irons being English, it cannot be called
exclusively an American article..," Carl
asks, "Is this why W.H.CARR did not list planes
in his 1338 Catalog of American Manufactured
Hardware etc?" We think he has very likely provided an answer to the question we asked in
Plane Talk 1-2-3.
A report of an 1840 trade competition extracted
from the Franklin Institute Journals by Carl
Bopp reads "To Luther Fox, of Taunton, Mass,
for his carpenters' planes deposited by B.Horner
.., A Certificate of Honorable Mention - ".
We know Luther Fox as having worked in Amherst,
Mass. Is this a previously unremarked working
location or an error?

It has been reported to us from California
that instances of European planes having no
great age but lately decorated with chip carving and 18 C dates have shown up at some
flea markets. ?lanes observed range from
"questionable" to "fakes". We suggest great
care in examination when offered continental
planes with these features, There are, of
course, many genuine continental planes with
attractive carvings and early dates, These
any collector would be glad to acquire. Knowledge of the genre, careful examination and
dependance on known and responsible dealers
will eliminate major risks.
A possibly bit of biographical information about
planemaker, Samuel Carruthers of Philadelphia,
PA, has been noted. In a list of members of
the Carpenters' Company of that city kept in
Carpenters' Hall on Chestnut Street is included
the name of an early member, Samuel Carruthers,
who died in 1780. The planemaker, whose product has now been reported several times, is
known to have been active in 1767 and 1768 and
probably in 1772 for he is referred to in a
newspaper advertisement in that year by his
former apprentice, Benjamin Armitage, Jr (see
Enalish Tools in America, Charles R. Hummel,
p 23). While there may have been more than one
Samuel Carruthers in this general period, perhaps further investigation will show that the
reference is indeed to the planemaker,adding
a bit of interesting detail to our knowledge
of shadowy but important figure.

0
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Query: This Tho: Grant plow has a
distinctly unusual feature. Do
you see it?
Answer: The arms of the fence are
friction fit, as Joe Moxon described at the end of the 17th C.
We thought that had gone out of
style by Grant's presumed time,
the last half of the 18th C. Please
tell us if you know of other examples where neither wedges nor
thumbscrews are used on slide arm
plows.
From the collection of W.R.T.Smith
(provided by Dan Semel)
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A group of Dutch tools once part of the
collection of Philip Walker. While
their dates show they were made at different periods, the planes give an idea
of the extent of the bench plane kit of
the Dutch joiner of the 18th C.

We have an interesting query from Bill Baader,
"Has anyone ever recorded a Gabriel Plow or
sash fillister." He sends a photo of a sash
fillister in mint condition marked GABRIEL in
3/32" letters. It is also marked I.FULLER
whose stamp also use 3/32" letters but is
perhaps a user. The plane is beech with heavy
"boxing" of the traditional boxwood. Arm wedges are also boxwood. The arms are tipped in
brass. There is no maker on the iron.
••,
W.L.Goodman has analyzed an account book maintained by Christopher Gabriel. It shows that
he made both sash fillisters and plows. A
plow of his construction is contained in the
Benjamin Seaton chest in the Rochester Museum
in England.

A PLANE OF

H
1-1

4'

1629

In his History Of Woodworking Tools W.L.Goodman cites the earliest known clear representation of the "baroque" Dutch plane, a detail in a painting of "THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT"
owned originally by the Haarlem Carpenters Guild and dated 1629. In a painted border around
the central painting are pictures of various tools of the woodworker including a long jointer
or reisschaaf. It is clear from the appearance of this plane, which seems to be either a
parallel development with, or perhaps more likely, the ancestor form of, the British-American long plane, that the style was already well establisLed in 1629 and had perhaps been in
use for many years previously.
Certain .construction and ornamentation features are shared by Dutch planes of this type
whether made in the 17th Century or the 19th. The rear tote is shaped by scroll saw work
into ornate curves; it is offset to the right and often retained by a sort of dovetail joint
cut into the upper arris of the stock but sometines fixed in a mortise near the arris and
pegged in place; the stock tapers upward from either end toward the midsection; the fore
tote slopes forward and terminates in a scroll form; it is mortised in the center of the
stock and pegged; the wedge, instead of ending rather abruptly, is shouldered and has a
narrow finial which terminates in a convex arc; it often bears a rosette or other decorative
element; the front of the throat has decorative carving which seems to have grown morp
florid with the passage of time; and the iron ends in a truncated angle.
The early existence of planes with these features is doubtless a significant clue to
the history of the development of professional plane making. W.L.Goodman has postulated
that at least those made in the 18th Century were professionally made in "small family
workshops". We think a picture of such a shop exists in the Skatemaker plate of the brothers
Luiken published in Amsterdam in 1694. But the existence of the style almost fully developed
in 1629 suggests strongly the possibility that such family shops existed sixty to a hundred
years earlier than the Luiken Plate and a hundred years prior to the first known English
planemaker.
MANS HALSMUSEUM, HAARLEM
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TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PIANE INFORMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

Bob Fors of Minneapolis, Minn. has sent in a sketch of a low angle mitre plane
x
similar to that shown here, except it does not have a front knob. It is 2 5/8" w.
stamped
is
cap
lever
brass
The
SORBY.
I.
10" lg. The iron is 2" w. and stamped
HOLLANC-LONDON. Apparently this was made by John
STEEL MITRE PLANE
1 and gun-metal lever.
Fit ti.1 with rosin%
Holland, listed at various addresses in London,
Planemakers
British
Goodman,
(W.L.
1861-1887.
c.
from 1700, 2nd ed., p. 126.) If any members have
additional information on John Holland's planemaking activities we would appreciate hearing
about it.

j

STANLEY
CHUTE BOARD
Jim Aber, of Glen Rock, N.J., sent along
this sketch of a double-ended block plane,
1 5/8" w. x Si" lg. Part of a patent number
(783 ? ) is visible. If this was a U.S.
Patent it would date about 1905; however the
casting characteristics anrear to be later and
are reminiscent of planes made by the_Shelton
Plane Co. and patented in 1933 (Plane Talk,
Vol. VI, 3, p. 19). If anyone can help to
identify the manufacturer and date of this
plane Jim would appreciate it.
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A VERY IMPORTANT TOOL FOR ALL WOOD WORKERS
Will hold any abaped work to be planed. at any angle from A
to ,40 degrees.
The Plane Iron is fitted with a :ateral adjustment. and a
cut giving any ordinary draft to a pattern can he made.
Sold by all Hardware Dealers.

Stanley Rule
New Britain,

r

Level Co.

Conn.,

U. S. A.

Ad from a c. 1912 issue of
Carrentry & Building Yiaeazine for the No. 52 Stanley Shootboard
Plane. Note the spelling "Chute"
which was improper and corrected
in subsequent Stanley advertising.

Blade
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HOWKIN'S PATENT COMBINATION PLANE
No. 200w.
Highest Class English Manufacture in Gunmetal and Steel.
Price complete £5 : 0 : 0
Simple pattern in Iron and Steel 35 The illustration gives sonic
idea of the Plane's capacity,
and the whole of the work
shown can be executed by the
standard outfit—in some instances by changing the tools—with the
exception that in the case of the larger radii, longer fence bars would be
necessary.
Ma,
The tools are fed down and find their own way into the work, straight
through or to a self-formed step at either or both ends this applies to
straight or circular work, etc., the grain of the wood making no difference.

p Frir
L.:

rrr'

A Reeding Tool for working with the grain is included but not
illustrated.
A full descriptive Booklet sent on application.

Carl Bop, of Audubon, N.J., has sent in this advertisement for the Howkin's
Patent Combination ?lane. Carl points out that either gunmetal or steel models were
available along with "simple" patterns of iron and steel. This ad is from WoodWorkers Tools and Aachines #25, a cataloaue of Richard Aelhuish, Fetter Lane, Holborn
Circus, London, 1925. This model is different from that shown in ?lane Talk, VI, 2, p. 20.

E. C. Stearns & Company, Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.

e5 9
Set to cut on
inside of
circle

UNIVERSAL SPOKE SHAVE
No. 13
(Patented March 27, 1900)

Set to cut on
outside of
circle

This New Tool is Designed to Cut Equally Well on Either
Flat. Concave or Convex Surfaces.
It is adapted for all work which can be done with an ordinary spoke shave.
while its flexible spring bottom allows it to cut either on the inside or outside of
a circle in the same manner as a spring bottom circle plane.
The set screw which fastens the curved bar holds the flexible bottom firmly
in the required position. In doing straight work the flexible bottom is left fiat:
for circular work it is bent in the form of the desired curve. The depth of cut
may be regulated by the adjusting screw. The cap which sets over the knife has
a curved edge which allows the knife to do satisfactory work on cross-grained wood,
and prevents shavings getting between the knife and the cap, which would have a
tendency to clog the tool. The throat is adjustable.
This shave is of the proper size-for convenient handling. It is made entirely
of metal, the bright parts polished and the body japanned. The knife is of the best
:quality tool steel, carefully tempered.
Per dozen. "SOLO
LIST PRICE.
Packed one-half dozen in a box, two dozen in a case. Weight per dozen. 12 lbs.

VI -4-16

Several members have
requested inforfaation about
the patent for the No. 13
Universal Spoke Shave
manufactured by E.C. Stearns
Co. of Syracuse, 1 .Y.
Although not exactly a plane
it works on the same
principle as a compaF plane.
This was patent #6L6,262 granted to Herbert
Coe
Fboenix, Arizona (Territory)
on iiarch 27, 190C. The
patent drawing and specification sheet are reproduced
on the next naqe.
No. 113
The Face is fastened at its center to the Plane
Body, and adjusted at the end by means of a screw
and lever. It has a graduated scale for setting the
Face. Japanned.

No.

Width of
Length
Cutter
I (Inches) I (Inches)

113

,

10

134

Weight
Each
(Lbs.)

Price
Each

33%

$7.15

qa. 646,282.

Patented Mar. 27, 1901H. M. COE.
WOOD PLANL
I Applaosilos 1.1.4 lip 1, ISM)

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

as midst.)
HERBERT N. COE, OF PIVENIN, ARIZONA TERRITORY_
WOOD -PLANE.
SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 048,2620 dated March 27.1000.
Ipplaatlaa it 11.7 2,10E19. feral 10,7161322, as

WITNESSES:

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, IIERBEei IL CoE, of
Pio-1131x, in the county of Maricccia and Territory of Arizona, have invented a new and
Improved Wood-Plane, of w hie the following is a full, clear, and exact d -.•...-ription.
This invention relates to impr:vements in
planes or spoke-shaves adapted for planing
or shaving around circular ho-I=.. ; and the
object is to provide a tool of this character of
simple yet strong construction that may be
,luickly adjusted to operate on f"..at surfaces
or on curved surfaces of any radius.
I will describe a wood-plane ei.-_- bod3-ing my
Invention and then point out tLe novel features in the appended claim.
Reference is to be had to the ite ,conpanying
drawings,forming a part of this s;-ecificat ion,
in which similar characters of re rence indicate corresponding parts in all tLe figures.
Figure 1 is a top plan view of a wood-pleae
embodying my invention. Fig.. .! is a section
on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1, and Fig_ -3 is a simila r section of a slightly-modi fi ed construction.
Referring to the drawings, 1 designates a
frame of suitable material—sm.:T:140r instance,
as metal —the side portions of which are
curved upward and rearward, am-3 at the front
these side portions are conne-crd by a crossbar 2, and inward of the cross-hsr is a crossblock 3. The space between tL block 3 and
the inner edge or side of the cre.&=---1,ar 2 forms
the throat of the tool. The fracle is provided
with oppositely-extended hanI:e.s 4, so that
the tool may be used as a spoke-shave. Extended rearward from and nc,.. rueath the
block 3 is a bed-plate 5, which t.ed-plate extends entirely across the fram-,z or that portion of the frame occupied by the block 3,
and it is made of spring material. In Fig. 2
I have hown it, secured to the to.ol by having
a portion G extended between tt.-.:e upper surface of the block 3 and the cztting-bit 7,
which is held in place by the usual plate 8

and screw 9. In Fig. 3, however, I have
shown the plate as having its tc,rard e:ge
riveted to the forward end of tate block 3.
Pivotally connected to the reaz -edge of the
base-plate 5 is a curved arm 1411iich passes
through an opening in a lug II. ,un flue frame
1 and having a clamping-screw U..' In operation the tool may be employed for operating
upon flat surfaces, and in such came the bedplate will he arranged as indfMated in full
lines In Fig. 2. When it. is to his- -used upon
cylindrical or similar curveil tmrfaces, the
bed-plate 5 may be deflected to any desired
degree to conform it to the shaz.pe or size of
the article operated upon by mirring the arm
10 through the lug 11 and clampimg it by the
screw 12.
While I have indicated in dou.ed lines in
Fig. 2 a position for the plate :179-len the tool
is to be used upon the exterior of.bcylindrical
-may be debody, It is obvious that the
flected in the opposite direction,- so that the
tool may be used on the inner J. ae of a ei 1hider or the like.
Having thus fully described urr invention,
I claim as new and desire to seem7.eby Letters
Pa ten t —
A wood-plane, comprising a frme, a crossblock in said frame upon which.`„le plane-bit
is designed to be secured, a fierf7:;:te bed-plate
extended rearward from said cr,:: .--block and
having at its front end a pora5ou extended
upward between the block amE hit and secured between the same, a ect._—:aa arm baying pivotal connection with tha rear end of
the plate, a perforated lug WI: the frame
through which said arm may nuove, and a
clamping-screw in the lug, ember...anti/01y as
specified.
11ERBEIZT 11. COE.
Witnesses:
J. C. Darns,
0. II. DAVIS.

THE STANLEY
FIBRE BOARD
BEVELER
No. 194

A simple, practical, one purpose tool for cutting
chamfers (or bevels) up to h in. on fibre board. It
is used as a companion tool to the No. 193 or 193A
Stanley Fibre Board Cutters: The Beveler can be
used for, cutting rhqnifers while the No. 193 or
No. 193A is set up for. ether cuts..
• —
The tool is packed complete with six Razor.Blade
type Cutters.
_•
Price
Nor •
Length
Weight
194
8y8 in.
14 lbs.
$1.80
Extra Razor Blade type Cutters are $6.00 per 100;
$1.70 per 25, Right-Hand Grooving Cutters of the
Re-Sharpening type can be obtained at $0.80 each.

•
•
•

How to Assemble

•
•

Attach the Guide to the Plane Bottom with washers on top.
Adjust for width of-chamfer by moving the Guide toward or away from the Plane Bottom.
Lock the Guide in position by tightening the screws.
Loosen the screws of the Cutter Holder.
Insert a Cutter between the steel plate and the cutter seat so that the long bevel is away
from the work.
The point of the Cutter should project Y32" into the "cut away" portion of Ale guide to
insure a clean cut.
Tighten the screws to hold the blade in position.
To Operate: Place the front of the guide against the edge to be chamfered. Hold this
position firmly by pressing the left thumb in the depression in the Guide and the side of
--the index ringer pressing against the side of 'the Guide. Push forftrd wirh,the right hand
to make the cut.

Cutters

Wherdnserting cutters in the holder, the long bevel must be away from the work.
The Cutters used in the No. 194 Fibre Iloard Beveler are the same as those used in the
No. 193 Fibre Board Cutter. Either the razor blade type or the right-hand grooving Cutter :
of the resharpening type can be used.
The Razor Blade type Cutters have an extremely sharp edge which produces an excellent
bevel cut. Because of their low price they may be discarded when they become dull, thereby
saving the time of re-sharpening. Both ends of these cutters may be used.
the„Right-Hand Grooving Cutters of the Re-Sharpening type can be re-sharpened a great
ipank-linkes before they are worn out. Care must be taken in sharpening to insure the
original beVel pf the cutter.

STANLEY TOOLS _
NEW BRITAIN,
Pea

PINNTEG iN 1/. F

. CONNECTIcUT
_

A.

Instruction -Sheet for the Stanley No. 191 Fibre 3oard 3eve1er Plane
offered in Stanley catalogs from 1936 through 1958.
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